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Abstract
Background: Adipose derived stem cells (ADSCs) have a great potential for tissue-engineering purposes,
and they may be introduced in oral mucosa tissue engineering for urethroplasty. This study was aim to
develop a tissue-engineered oral mucosa through seeding oral keratinocytes (OKs) and adipose derived
stem cells (ADSCs) on small intestine submucosa (SIS).
Methods: SIS was obtained from porcine small intestine, and OKs and ADSCs were obtained from canine
sources and were cultured and expanded in vitro. The two cell lines were seeded on the two surfaces of
the SIS, and the cell-scaffold compound graft was cultured in an air uid level for 1 week.
Results: The SIS exhibited a porous membrane, and no cells were found through HE staining. The model
cultured with OK-SIS only formed a thin and loose epithelium. Whereas the model cultured with OK-SISADSC was much thicker and denser.
Conclusion: The co-cultured of ADSC and OK grew well on the SIS in which the OKs formed a multilayer
of epithelium. So it is feasible to construct a tissue-engineered oral mucosa graft with ADSCs, OKs and
SIS. The ADSCs contribute to a thicker epithelium formation.

Introduction
The treatment of complex urethra stricture or urethral defect remains one of the most di cult problems in
clinical urology, and tissue engineering seems to be the best choice for urethroplasty. Acellular matrices
and cell-seeded constructs have been used in the clinical treatment of urethra stricture [1–3], and OKseeded acellular matrices were demonstrated to work well in an animal urethroplasty study [4]. Another
study has revealed that adipose derived stem cells (ADSCs) enhance angiogenesis under ischemic
conditions, secrete angiogenic and antiapoptotic cytokines, express markers of vessel generation, and
can actually differentiate into endothelial cells [5]. Thus, the introduction of ADSCs in tissue engineering
may accelerate the angiogenesis process of the graft. In our previous study, we found that the existence
of ADSCs could activate the proliferation and migration rate of oral keratinocytes (OKs). Therefore, in the
present study, we cultured OKs and ADSCs and then seeded them onto acellular small intestine
submucosa (SIS) to obtain a new type of tissue-engineered tissue for urethroplasty.

Material And Methods

Scaffold Preparation
Porcine small intestine tissues were harvested from a recently sacri ced white pig weighing 70 kg. The
mucosa and the muscularis of the small intestine were scraped bluntly to obtain the SIS tissue. To induce
cell lysis, the isolated matrices were stirred for 14 days at 37℃ using 1% Triton X100(Sigma) and 0.1%
(v/v) ammonium hydroxide. HE staining was used to identify whether all of the cells were removed from
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scaffolds. The scaffolds were then freeze dried, packaged and irradiated with Co60 at a dose of 35 kGy
for sterilization. The obtained SIS scaffolds were stored at 4℃ before use.

Oral Keratinocyte (OK) Culture
The whole animal experimental protocol was approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee at our
institution before the initiation of the study. A 3 cm ×1 cm piece of buccal mucosa was harvested from
the lower lip of a 1.5-year-old Beagle under intravenous anesthesia with remifentanil and propofol, and
the wound was sutured with 4 − 0 silk sutures. Antibiotics were administrated intravenously for 4 days
postoperatively to prevent infection. The mucosa then was transferred to sterile phosphate buffered
solution (PBS), and a modi cation of the Rheinwald and Green method [6] for cutaneous keratinocytes
was used to isolate and culture the oral keratinocytes. The buccal mucosa was digested with 0.2U/ml
dispase II enzyme, and the dermis was removed. The oral keratinocytes were then isolated from the
epidermis after trypsinization and were seeded onto a feeder layer of 3T3 mouse broblasts inhibited by
mitomycin (i3T3) in Dulbecco's Modi ed Eagle's Medium(DMEM, Gibco, USA ) supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serium (FCS) and keratinocyte serum free medium (KSFM, Gibco, USA) at a 1: 1 ratio. A
portion of the OKs were seeded into an empty tissue culture dish and cultured in KSFM medium for
comparison. For expansion, the OKs were cultured and re-fed every 3 days until they were 85–95%
con uent. The residual i3T3 cells were removed with dispase II before the keratinocytes were detached
using 0.2U/ml trypsin.

Adipose-derived Stem Cell (ADSC) Culture
A piece of adipose tissue approximately 3 cm x 2 cm x 1 cm in size was dissected from the
subcutaneous inguinal ring of the same Beagle as above through a 3 cm longitudinal incision in the right
groin area, which was intermittently sutured with 3 − 0 silk sutures after the harvest. The adipose tissue
was transferred to sterile PBS. The visible small blood vessels were removed with eye scissors, and the
remaining tissue was cut into small pieces and digested in 0.1% collagenase I (Worthington, USA) at 37°C
for 1 h, with uninterrupted shaking. The adipose derived stem cells (ADSCs) were harvested after ltration
and centrifugation. The isolated ADSCs were then cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS at 37°C
with 5% CO2 [7]. Upon reaching 80–90% con uence, the isolated cells were trypsinized, counted, and
subcultured at a density of 105 cells/100-mm dish.

Observation and Identi cation of OKs and ADSCs
The cultured P3 OKs were identi ed using an immuno uorescence staining method. To determine the
expression of cytokeratin AE1/AE3, mouse monoclonal cytokeratin AE1/AE3 antibodies (Sigma-Aldrich)
was used; this antibody was also used in ow cytometry to measure the purity of the OKs.
The cultured P5 ADSCs were identi ed by ow cytometry using antibodies against CD34, CD44, CD45,
CD90, CD105 and CD106 obtained from BD Biosciences (Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA).

Cell seeding
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Before seeding, the SIS was soaked for 15 minutes in sterile saline for rehydrating, then immersed in
sterile PBS for 48 hours and DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS for another 48 hours. The ADSCs were
gathered at the fth cellular passage and seeded the high concentration cell suspension onto the SIS at a
density of 3×106/cm2, then the graft was incubated for 4 hours at 37°C with 5% CO2 for cell adhesion
before enough medium was added. The ADSC-seeded SIS was cultured for 4 days (during which the
medium was changed every day) and transferred to a stainless steel wire mesh immersed in DMEM, with
the cell-seeded surface facing the mesh and the non-seeded surface just on the air uid level. The P3 OKs
were collected and seeded onto the non-seeded surface at a density of 3×106/cm2. Similarly, the
compound was incubated for 4 hours for cell adhesion before the KSFM was added. The compound was
cultured in a mixed medium (DMEM:KSFM = 1:1), which was changed every day, at an air uid level for 7
days and then analyzed. Additionally, the third-passage OKs were seeded onto the SIS at a similar density
without the ADSCs for comparison.

Results
The mouth wound did not affect the food consumption of the Beagle, nor did the groin wound in uence
the mobility of the animal. The wounds healed without any signs of infection after 6 days for the mouth
wound and 10 days for the groin wound.
After the cells were removed, the SIS presented as a porous membrane. The effect of acellularization was
conformed through random staining with HE (Fig. 1A) and Masson (Fig. 1B), and no cells were visible. By
the Masson staining (Fig. 1B), we found that the SIS was consisted of uniform collagen bers.
The OKs seeded onto the feeder layer of i3T3 were polygonal and exhibited a characteristic cobblestonelike morphology (Fig. 1C). After 8 days, 90% coverage of the culture plate was achieved, and the cells
could be passaged for 8 generations. The total amount of OKs at passage 3 was 5×107, which was
su cient for seeding on SIS at a density of 3×106/cm2. Without the feeder layer of i3T3, nearly 2 weeks
passed before the OKs covered 90% of the culture plate; these cells could only be subcultured for 2
generations before aging and had multiple shapes and sizes (Fig. 1D). Immuno uorescence staining
indicated cytokeratin AE1/AE3 expression in the OKs (Fig. 1E), and the ow cytometry results indicated
that the expression rate of cytokeratin AE1/AE3 in the passage 3 OKs was 90.25%.
After incubation for nearly 7 days, the ADSC population covered approximately 90% of the culture plate;
these cells were fusiform and exhibited a spindle-shaped morphology (Fig. 1F) and could subcultured for
10 generations without signs of aging. Flow cytometry analysis demonstrated the expression of CD90
(95.53%), CD34 (40.20%), CD44 (97.42%) and CD105 (65.25%) in the ADSCs, whereas there was no
signi cant expression of CD45 (2.13%) or CD106 (2.05%).
The passage-5 ADSCs and passage-3 OKs cultured with the i3T3 cells were isolated and seeded on the
two surfaces of SIS, respectively, at a density of 3×106/cm2 for each cell line. The compound grafts were
cultured with the OK-seeded surface upwards in an air uid level for 1 week. Through scanning electron
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microscopy, we found that both the ADSCs (Fig. 2) and OKs (Fig. 3) adhered tightly to the SIS. Both of the
two cell lines stretched out pseudopodia peripherally and connected with each other. Through random HE
staining, we found that the model cultured with OK-SIS only formed a thin and loose epithelium (Fig. 4A).
Whereas the model cultured with OK-SIS-ADSC was much thicker and denser (Fig. 4B). The co-cultured of
ADSC and OK grew well on the SIS in which the OKs formed a multilayer of epithelium.

Discussion
Urethral strictures or defects induced by different causes are common conditions in urology, and
substitution urethroplasty is usually needed in many cases. Although many surgical methods for
performing urethroplasty have emerged in recent years, complex urethra stricture or defects remain the
most challenging problems in urologic surgery. Buccal, lingual, bladder and colonic mucosa and genital
or extragenital skin are the major elements used in urethroplasty, especially the former two. However, the
limited amount of autologous donor tissue limits these types of reconstructions. Moreover,
complications, such as pain, swelling, numbness, tightness and motor defects of the mouth still occur
during long-term follow-up [8–10].
Tissue engineering combines the principles and methods of the life sciences with those of engineering to
develop an approach to repair damaged tissue and replace entire tissue structures. During the last
decade, the use of biodegradable materials seeded with cells for urogenital reconstruction has been
increasingly common [2, 3, 11].
The aim of this study was to undertake a pilot evaluation of the construction of tissue-engineered oral
mucosa (TEOM) with OKs, ADSCs and SIS. We isolated canine OKs and ADSCs, cultured and expanded
them in vitro, and developed a TEOM model by seeding the two cell lines separately on the two sides of
sterilized porcine SIS. Our goal was to provide a customized replacement tissue for urethroplasty.
The cell culture technique used in this study proved reliable. The OKs seeded onto the feeder layer of i3T3
cells demonstrated strong proliferation, and it was relatively simple to obtain an adequate number of
good-quality OKs. The ADSCs also showed strong proliferation, and we obtained a su cient quantity of
cells for seeding. After 21 days culture and ampli cation, we obtained approximately 5×107 OKs of
passage 3 and approximately 2×108 ADSCs of passage 5. If all of the cultured cells were used for the
preparation of the TEBM, it would have been possible to construct a strip of 3 cm × 5 cm. If a larger strip
were necessary, continued culturing and expanding of both of the two cell lines would produce an
adequate number. In our study, the OKs seeded on i3T3 could be passaged for 6 generations, and the
ADSCs could be passaged for more than 10 generations; thus, it is realistic to obtain a su cient amount
of OKs and ADSCs.
A suitable scaffold biomaterial is a major challenge in developing tissue-engineered materials for
urethroplasty. This biomaterial must be biocompatible to minimize any in ammatory or foreign-body
response once implanted; it should also encourage cell adhesion, proliferation, migration, and
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differentiation to facilitate and prompt the development of new tissue. Furthermore, once implanted, it
should degrade automatically after maturation of the new tissue. SIS has all of these qualities, and it has
been previously used in urologic surgery for urethroplasty [1]. In our investigation, we successfully
decelled the submucosa of porcine small intestine to gain the SIS. The SIS was retained on the relatively
complete extracellular matrix-supporting frame, and the cell component was removed with antigen such
that no in ammation mediated by immunoreaction could be induced. In addition, the SIS has a porous
constitution and contains a uent collagen bers, which are the results of the sticking and growth of
cells. We found that both the ADSCs and OKs grow well on the SIS through scanning electron microscopy,
and both of the cell lines peripherally extended pseudopodia and connected with each other (Fig. 2,
Fig. 3).
Adipose tissue is derived from embryonic mesodermal precursors and contains multipotent progenitor
cells capable of differentiating into mesenchymal tissue, such as chondrocytes, osteocytes,
cardiomyocytes, neurons, and smooth muscle cells [12]. These progenitor cells are named adipose
derived stem cells (ADSCs). The harvest of ADSCs is less di cult than any other type of adult stem cell,
and the abundance of stem cells in adipose tissue is 100–1,000 times more than the stem cells in the
same volume of bone marrow [13]. There has been a report demonstrating that ADSCs are
immunoprivileged both in vitro and in vivo [14], enabling their use as universal donor cells for allogenic
transplant. In previous reports [15], ADSCs exhibited wound healing and anti-oxidant effects that were
attributed to the production and secretion of growth factors, such as bFGF, KGF, TGF-β, HGF and VEGF.
Through a paracrine mechanism, these growth factors may stimulate both collagen synthesis and the
migration of dermal broblasts and activate dermal broblasts and keratinocytes, resulting in accelerated
vascularization, then accelerating wound healing in animal models [16]. There are also reports
demonstrating that the ADSCs could accelerate the vascularization of tissue-engineered grafts used in
the repair of skin defects [17]. Thus, we expect that the ADSCs may accelerate the formation of new
mucosa through activating the keratinocytes in the oral mucosa tissue and also accelerate the
vascularization of the tissue-engineered oral mucosa.
It is di cult to differentiate the ADSCs from broblasts based solely on their morphology in culture, as
both of them are fusiform and exhibit a spindle-shaped morphology. In this study, ow cytometry
analysis demonstrated that the canine-derived ADSCs expressed high levels of stem cell-related antigens
(CD90, CD44, CD34, and CD105), but did not express CD45 or CD106. Our results are similar to previous
reports [18], suggesting that our population of ADSCs are mesenchymal stem cells.
Similar to urethral epithelial cells, oral keratinocytes (OKs) are considered cover epithelium, having a thick
epithelium adapted to a wet environment and easy to harvesting. Thus, tissue-engineered oral mucosa
holds a great promise in urethroplasty. In an animal study in our laboratory, the tissue-engineered oral
mucosa constructed by the OKs seeded on bladder acellular matrix was used in urethroplasty [4]. It was
also reported that tissue-engineered oral mucosa was used in a urology surgery clinic for urethroplasty,
although the results were not satisfactory [2].
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In this study, we successfully isolated and expanded OKs in vitro. The OKs were polygonal and exhibited
a characteristic cobblestone-like morphology (Fig. 1C). Flow cytometry and immuno uorescence staining
(Fig. 1E) indicated the expression of cytokeratin AE1/AE3, supporting our claims that we had, in fact,
isolated and expanded the keratinocytes.
In a previous study in our laboratory [4, 7], OKs were seeded on a biomaterial scaffold, and then the
compound graft was cultured in an air- uid level for 1 week to construct a tissue-engineered oral mucosa
graft. As fully differentiated cells, the OKs were cultured and expanded on the feeder layer of i3T3 cells,
without which the OKs would rapidly age. Because the OKs were seeded on the scaffold and later used in
vivo for urethroplasty, they may rapidly age after leaving the feeder layer of i3T3, which may slow the
formation of new mucosa. In our previous study, we found that the existence of ADSCs could activate
OKs: the proliferation of OKs was increased and their migration was enhanced in a coculture environment
with ADSCs. Thus, in the present study, we seeded OKs on one surface of SIS and ADSCs on the other, to
make a 3-D culture environment [19]. In addition, we seeded only OKs on the SIS as control. After culture
in an air uid level for 1 week, the cell-graft compound grafts were analyzed. HE staining demonstrated
that epithelium was formed on the OKs-seeded surface and that the thickness of the epithelium on the
OK-SIS-ADSC compound graft was thicker than that on the OK-SIS compound graft (Fig. 4). Furthermore,
the epithelium morphology of the former was better than that of the latter, which may be attributed to the
function of the ADSCs because the OKs seeded per unit area were of equal number and this function may
continue in vivo.
In this study, we successfully construct a tissue-engineered oral mucosa with ADSCs, OKs and SIS. Our
results demonstrated that the existence of ADSCs could help in epithelium formation in vitro. In the
future, we will use this OK-SIS-ADSC compound graft for urethroplasty in an animal study.

Conclusion
It is feasible to construct a tissue-engineered oral mucosa graft with OKs and ADSCs seeded on SIS. The
existence of ADSCs is conducive to the formation of new epithelium.
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Figure 1
A. HE staining of SIS; B. Masson staining of SIS; C. The OKs exhibit a characteristic cobblestone-like
morphology; D. Without the i3T3 feeder layer, the P2 OKs aged and exhibited multiple shapes and sizes; E.
Immuno uorescence staining verifying cytokeratin AE1/AE3 expression in the OKs. Cell nuclei are stained
with Hoechst; F. The ADSCs were fusiform and exhibited spindle-shaped morphologies.
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Figure 2
The OKs survive well on SIS, as shown by scanning electron microscopy.
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Figure 3
The ADSCs survive well on SIS, as shown by scanning electron microscopy.
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Figure 4
The epithelium formed by different cell-scaffold constructs: A. OK-SIS; B. OK-SIS-ADSC.
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